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Protocol for thromboSeq

Abstract 
Blood-based diagnostics tests, employing individual or panels of biomarkers, may 
revolutionize disease diagnostics and enable minimally invasive therapy monitoring. 
However, selection of the most relevant biomarkers from liquid biosources remains a 
notorious challenge. We recently presented the thromboSeq pipeline, which enables 
RNA-sequencing and cancer classification via self-learning and swarm-intelligence-
enhanced bioinformatics algorithms using blood platelet RNA. Here, we provide the 
wet-lab protocol for the generation of platelet RNA sequencing libraries, and the 
dry-lab protocol for the development of swarm intelligence-enhanced machine-
learning-based classification algorithms. The wet-lab protocol includes platelet RNA 
isolation, mRNA amplification and preparation for next-generation sequencing. The 
dry-lab protocol, available via GitHub (https://github.com/MyronBest), describes the 
automated FASTQ-file pre-processing to quantified gene-counts, quality controls, 
data normalization and correction, and swarm intelligence-enhanced support vector 
machine (SVM) algorithm development. This protocol enables platelet RNA profiling 
from 500 picogram of platelet RNA and allows for automated and optimized 
biomarker panel selection. The wet-lab protocol can be performed in five days 
before sequencing, and the algorithm development may be completed in two days 
depending on computational resources. The protocol requires basic molecular 
biology skills, and a basic understanding of linux and R. In all, with this protocol we 
aim to enable the scientific community to test platelet RNA for diagnostic algorithm 
development. 
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Introduction 
Blood is regarded as a liquid biosource with high potential for minimally-invasive 
(early) diagnostics of cancer. Multiple biosources and biomolecules, including cell-
free DNA (cfDNA) and RNA (cfRNA), extracellular vesicle (EV)-derived nucleic acids 
and proteins, circulating tumor cells (CTCs), and plasma- or serum-derived 
circulating proteins or metaboles, are currently under evaluation as disease-
associated biomarkers or biomolecules for cancer detection157,187,200–202,232. However, 
implementation of these biosources and biomolecules in daily clinical practice for 
cancer diagnostics has been hampered by the challenges of obtaining sufficient 
high-quality cell-free DNA, heterogeneity of EVs, the low blood counts and marker-
dependent isolation of CTCs, and the moderate sensitivity and specificity of 
circulating tumor-associated proteins. In addition, the combined readout of multiple 
liquid biosources might enhance the information that can be obtained from a single 
biosource, as recently shown for cell-free DNA and proteins14,233, and thus improve 
test performance. 

Several studies identified the presence of messenger and other RNAs in 
circulating blood platelets42–44,51,54,84,212. Blood platelets are cell fragments 
implicated in hemostasis and wound healing. More recently their contribution to 
inflammatory diseases and cancer has been revealed5,25. Several studies have 
characterized the platelet RNA content using both micro-array hybridization 
techniques6,12,53,56,57,66,106,234, and RNA-sequencing10,11,42,43,51,54. Platelets contain 
mRNAs coding for approximately 5000 different proteins, and several subtypes of 
non-coding RNAs, including miRNAs, snoRNAs, long non-coding RNAs and 
ribosomal RNAs44,51,212. In 2015 we described the use of spliced platelet RNA 
profiles determined by RNA-sequencing analysis of platelet-derived intron-spanning 
reads combined with self-learning algorithms for the blood-based detection of 
several types of early- and late-stage cancer10. These results indicated the potential 
of platelet RNA for blood-based liquid biopsies, including pan-cancer and multiclass 
tumor diagnostics. Recently, we optimized this pipeline by employing an updated 
version of the platelet RNA-sequencing protocol and introduction of the particle-
swarm optimization (PSO) biomarker selection module for biomarker panel 
selection11. This latter module enables automated selection of the most contributive 
RNAs to the biomarker panel. We termed this pipeline PSO-enhanced thromboSeq. 
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Overview of the procedure 
This step-by-step protocol enables processing of whole blood samples collected 
from human individuals into platelet RNA-sequencing data and provides an 
automated software script for PSO-enhanced classification algorithm development 
in the statistical software environment R (Figure 1A). The protocol includes 1) blood 
platelet isolation from whole blood (Procedure steps 1-6), 2) blood platelet total 
RNA isolation (Procedure steps 7-27), 3) RNA-sequencing from ~500 pg of platelet 
total RNA by using SMARTer-based cDNA synthesis and amplification173, Illumina 
TruSeq cDNA labeling, and sequencing on the Illumina platform (Procedure steps 
28-100), 4) processing of platelet RNA-sequencing FASTQ-files (Procedure steps 101 
and 102), and 5) PSO-enhanced classification algorithm development and validation 
(Procedure steps 103-109). In addition, the data can be used for additive 
bioinformatics analyses, such as differential expression analyses of spliced junctions 
and heatmap visualization, correlative analyses and gene ontology analyses. We re-
evaluated a publicly available platelet RNA-sequencing dataset previously employed 
for the development of a non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) diagnostics 
algorithm11, and confirmed employing the presented software code comparable 
classification algorithm performance. We also provide a dataset including platelet 
RNA-sequencing data from healthy donors (HD) and lower-grade glioma (LGG) 
samples, obtained according to the described protocol, that can be employed for 
reproduction of the bioinformatics pipeline (see Equipment). 

Advantages and limitations 
The thromboSeq pipeline is a powerful pipeline to profile platelet RNA and develop 
classification algorithms. The advantage of the protocol is its ease to implement in 
routine clinical chemistry laboratories due to the simple platelet isolation procedure, 
the allowance of the whole blood samples to be stored up to 48 hours before 
processing, and the ability to include platelet RNA samples with low RNA yield (e.g. 
~100 pg) thereby including virtually all samples with sufficient RNA quality. Also, the 
swarm-intelligence enhanced classification algorithm automatically selects the best 
biomarker panel for classification purposes, thereby significantly reducing the 
number of manual optimization steps for biomarker panel development. The 
pipeline does however also have some limitations. First, samples with a yield below 
100 picogram of total RNA should not be included. In our hands, this is only a small 
percentage (1-2%) of the samples tested. 
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Figure 1 – Overview of PSO-enhanced thromboSeq. 
(A) Whole blood is subjected to platelet isolation, total RNA isolation, SMARTer cDNA 
synthesis and Illumina TruSeq labeling. Labeled cDNA is subsequently sequenced using an 
Illumina sequencing, e.g. the Hiseq 2500 or 4000 platform, and RNA-sequencing reads can 
be subjected to the PSO-enhanced thromboSeq pipeline (as indicated by the bird-sign, 
referring to swarm intelligence). The detailed protocol is described in Steps 1-109. (B) 
Representative examples of platelet isolations. Whole blood is collected in purple-capped 
BD EDTA-coated Vacutainers and centrifuged for 20 minutes at 120g. The platelet-rich 
plasma (upper yellow layer) separates from the red blood cell layer (lowest layer) and the 
buffy coat (in-between). The platelet-rich plasma is collected in a 15 mL tube and 
centrifuged for 20 minutes at 360g. A platelet pellet appears and following removal of the 
platelet-depleted plasma, the platelet pellet is resuspended in RNAlater. PRP=platelet-rich 
plasma. (C) Schematic representation of the PSO meta-algorithm for classification algorithm 
development. Platelet RNA-sequencing samples assigned to the training series (top) are 
used for algorithm development that is represented as a bin with a bird, referring to swarm 
intelligence. This results in a dedicated parameter-specific spliced RNA biomarker panel. 
The performance of this algorithm is assessed in the evaluation series (bottom) and enables 
PSO to adjust the parameter settings towards settings expected to be more stringent and 
successful (arrow towards the bin). Upon successful parameter selection and algorithm 
training, the performance is assessed in an independent validation series (right-lower 
corner). 
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Second, though the differential centrifugation protocol results in high platelet purity 
with low leukocyte contamination, inter-person variation may result in different 
isolation purities. Third, the cDNA amplification protocol employed is expensive, 
though it allows for inclusion of nearly all samples for thromboSeq analysis since it 
enables for low RNA-input. Fourth, residual cell-free DNA contamination potentially 
introduced during the platelet isolation procedure causes reduced numbers of 
spliced intron-spanning platelet RNA sequencing reads, due to concomitant 
sequencing of reads mapping to intergenic regions. Fifth, the swarm-optimization 
algorithm is time consuming and requires extensive computational resources (e.g. 12 
cores), especially with large-sized (e.g. >500 samples) datasets. Finally, training of 
the classification algorithm employing small-sized (e.g. <50 samples) datasets may 
result in algorithm overfitting, thereby resulting in a sub-optimally generalizable 
classifier. Such overfitting will result in reduced performance of the classifier in an 
independent validation series and may be overcome by including more samples into 
the training process. 

Applications 
Platelet RNA has been employed for the detection of biomarker signatures for 
several types of cancer10,11,13,235. Also, platelet RNA can be employed for analysis of 
RNA-binding protein docking patterns and inference of platelet subpopulations11,219. 
Alternatively, platelet RNA signatures and the thromboSeq pipeline may be 
employed for the detection of inflammatory diseases, cardiovascular diseases, 
infections or pregnancy, and therapy monitoring135. The pipeline has been 
specifically optimized for isolation of platelets with high purity from whole blood 
using differential centrifugation, with subsequent RNA profiling and development of 
spliced platelet RNA classification algorithms. The protocols can likely be subjected 
to any sample of whole blood collected in EDTA-coated tubes, however follow-up 
quality control steps may flag the sample before algorithm development for dataset 
exclusion due to quality failure. Potentially, the wet- and dry-lab protocols may also 
be suitable for RNA-profiling of other (blood- or tissue-derived) cells, though specific 
isolation methodologies should be applied in that case. The code may also be 
applicable to other RNA-sequencing FASTQ-files datasets generated from different 
biological sources and relevant for other research questions. 

Alternative methods 
Multiple methodologies have been described for platelet isolation and RNA-
profiling42,51,56,66. The thromboSeq pipeline includes a platelet isolation protocol that 
employs differential centrifugation steps resulting in relatively pure platelet 
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preparations (1-5 leukocytes per 1 million platelets as measured by manual counting 
using a light microscope10). Alternatively, it has been shown that density gradient 
centrifugations can result in high purity platelet isolation236. Also, additional white 
blood cell removal can be achieved by a complementary CD45 antibody- and 
magnetic beads-based filtration step, though these methods are more expensive 
and labor intensive and may reduce the platelet yield, currently hampering 
implementation of such protocols in large-scale clinical trials. Ideally though 
currently not included in the thromboSeq protocol, platelet pellets may ultimately 
be isolated using a standardized and automated platelet extraction pipetting robot.  

Platelet RNA transcripts can be quantified using several methods, including 
micro-array analysis6,12,53,56,57,66,106,234, RNA-sequencing10,11,42,43,51,54, and the 
(quantitative) reverse transcriptase – polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR)219. Though 
all three methodologies allow for accurate RNA quantification, the RNA-sequencing 
approach specifically enables unbiased characterization and detection of (novel) 
spliced RNAs. A drawback is the current costs of RNA-sequencing, but these are 
expected to decrease during the coming years. Micro-array analysis is currently less 
expensive, and can be applied to low-input platelet RNA samples as well56. 
However, micro-array probes will need to specifically allow for detection of splice 
junctions of the spliced RNA molecules. Furthermore, the sensitivity limits of micro-
array analysis may hamper detection of RNAs with low abundance. qRT-PCR is also 
less expensive as compared to RNA-sequencing, though, the technique has low 
throughput and only a limited set of RNAs can be detected in parallel whereas the 
biomarker panels employed for thromboSeq often contain hundreds of RNAs. 
Alternatively, additional RNA-sequencing techniques, such as long-read 
sequencing226 and nanopore sequencing237 or hybridization techniques such as 
Nanostring analysis238, may be applicable to platelet RNA samples, possibly 
resulting in the discovery of additional alternative splicing isoforms and potentially 
facilitating table-top platelet RNA-sequencing. 

Finally, several machine learning classification algorithms could be utilized in 
the thromboSeq pipeline; the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm may be 
replaced by other classification software such as random forest or decision tree 
learning algorithms239. In our experience, these classification algorithms resulted in 
similar classification performance in a given dataset. Though SVM-algorithms have 
previously shown superior performance for cancer tissue-based gene expression 
diagnostics we decided to employ this type of machine learning in the current 
version of the thromboSeq software pipeline145,185. Alternative biomarker panel 
optimization algorithms, both swarm-intelligence-related or heuristic-based (e.g. 
binary quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization or genetic bee colony 
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algorithms230,231) may also be employed for the thromboSeq pipeline, although the 
performance of such alternative optimization algorithms with a platelet RNA-
sequencing dataset remains currently unknown. 

Experimental Design 
Input samples for algorithm development and validation. According to our 
experience, the PSO-enhanced thromboSeq protocol is likely applicable to any 
human blood sample. Factors such as low platelet counts or small blood volumes 
resulting in low-input RNA quantity can be resolved by the SMARTer RNA 
amplification step that requires only the input of ~100-500 pg total RNA, the 
equivalent platelet content in a single drop of blood. To our knowledge there are no 
diseases or disorders that can significantly deplete the RNA from platelets or cause 
de-poly-adenylation of mRNAs in platelets. Experiments employing the thromboSeq 
pipeline require the comparison of platelet RNA profiles from at least two distinct 
groups (e.g. healthy donors and cancer patients). Clinical parameters such as age, 
gender, ethnicity, medicine use (in particular chemotherapeutics, platelet or other 
clothing inhibitors such as aspirin, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID), 
serotonin reuptake inhibitors or warfarin), comorbidities, and blood counts may 
influence the platelet RNA signatures and should preferably be taken into account in 
subsequent analyses. Ideally, the training and evaluation series employed for 
algorithm development should contain samples from each group matched for at 
least age, gender, and blood-storage time. To ensure clinical applicability of 
developed (diagnostic) bioinformatic algorithms, validation of the algorithms in an 
independent validation series that has not been used for training or evaluation of 
the algorithm is warranted. Preferably, a subset of the samples belonging to the 
validation series should have been collected in a hospital that was not included for 
algorithm training, further improving clinical applicability of the algorithm. Though 
the RNA profiles can be (partially) changed by multiple external factors, thus 
retrospective analysis of potentially influential pre-analytical variables, such as blood-
storage time, blood-storage temperature, blood transport, laboratory of sample 
collection, handling technician and RNA quality is also advised. We advise to include 
at least 30 samples per condition for development of the algorithm (both binary and 
multiclass algorithms). The required sample sizes for optimal classification in an 
independent validation series can be estimated by selection of multiple training 
series from a ‘diluted’ total sample series, as described by Mukherjee et al.240.  

Platelet isolation. For thromboSeq analysis, whole blood may be drawn in 4, 6 or 10 
mL purple-cap EDTA-coated BD Vacutainer tubes, though collection in citrate- or 
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heparin-coated tubes may also be considered. Immersion of whole blood in EDTA-
coated Vacutainer tubes inhibits instant platelet activation and aggregation, by 
EDTA-mediated chelation of calcium and thereby inhibition of the coagulation 
cascade241. Yellow- or red-capped tubes induce blood clothing (serum), and are not 
compatible with the thromboSeq protocol. We previously confirmed absence of 
platelet activation following blood collection in EDTA-coated tubes and following 
the platelet isolation protocol by flow cytometry analysis of P-selectin and CD63 on 
the platelet membrane11. Of note, the same type of blood tube should be used 
throughout the experiment to avoid significant alterations in the obtained platelet 
RNA profiles. Whole blood in EDTA-coated BD Vacutainers can be stored at 4°C or 
room temperature (16-22°C) for up to 48 hours with or without (continuous) 
movement causing only a minor decrease in platelet RNA quality, as measured by 
the gradual loss of distinct ribosomal RNA peaks (Figure 2). Storage of samples for 
over 72 hours results in reduced ribosomal RNA peaks and increased RNA 
degradation, as indicated by enriched peaks within the 100-1000 nt region on a 
Bioanalyzer Picochip (Figure 2). RNA degradation might result in biased cDNA 
synthesis and in non-representative RNA-sequencing profiles242,243. Storage of 
unprocessed whole blood up to 48 hours enables shipment of samples prior to 
isolation of the platelet pellet or isolation of platelets from whole blood in larger 
sample batches at once. 

Figure 2 – Pre-analytical variables for platelet processing. 
Agilent Bioanalyzer RNA picochip traces generated from total RNA isolated from platelet 
pellets collected from a healthy individual. Shown are Agilent Bioanalyzer traces of samples 
processed immediately, after 24 hours, 48 hours, and 72 hours after blood collection. 
Platelet RNA quality is assessed by the presence of 5S, 18S, and 28S ribosomal RNA near 
100 nt, 2000 nt, and 4000 nt product sizes. These quality markers remain stable among all 
conditions, with only a minor increase in signal intensity among the 100-2000 nt region. 
Bioanalyzer plots are representative for multiple independently performed experiments. 
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This also indicates that the platelet isolation protocol allows for flexibility regarding 
central or decentral processing of collected samples, relevant in nation-wide or 
international collaborative efforts for example. Of note, we advise to store and 
transfer samples according to the available resources and to keep the conditions 
consistent throughout a study. 
 Platelets are isolated from whole blood by a 2-step differential centrifugation 
protocol using a standard tabletop centrifuge (Figure 1B). The first centrifugation 
step separates the platelet-rich plasma from the erythrocytes and leukocytes after 
which a second centrifugation step yields the platelet pellet. The platelet pellets can 
be stored at -80°C for longer periods of time (years) without affecting the RNA 
quality (data not shown; M.G.B., N.S., T.W.) in a RNA stabilizing solution, for which 
we suggest the use of RNAlater (Ambion). RNAlater inhibits RNAses thereby 
preventing plasma-derived RNAses from degrading platelet RNA. Frozen platelet 
RNA samples can be shipped on dry ice. During platelet isolation, removal of the 
platelet-rich plasma from the buffy coat has to be performed carefully to minimize 
the risk of leukocyte contamination. We observed by microscopic and morphological 
analysis, in seven randomly selected platelet isolations fixed in 3.7% (wt/vol) 
paraformaldehyde (PFA), one to five nucleated leukocytes per ten million purified 
platelets10. As leukocytes contain ~1,000 times more RNA than platelets (estimated 
RNA in a single leukocyte is 0.6-2.2 picogram (pg), and a single platelet has an 
estimated 2.2 femtogram (fg) of RNA58), these contaminating cells might dilute the 
platelet signature if present in abundant numbers. Using our platelet isolation 
protocol no correlation was observed between the platelet RNA profiles and RNA 
derived from several white blood cells, whereas we did observe high similarity 
between our platelet RNA-sequencing profiles and previously published platelet 
RNA datasets10. This suggests that leukocytes that are possibly isolated together 
with the platelet pellet are present in only minor quantities and cause only minimal 
contamination of the observed RNA repertoires. We advise users of this platelet 
isolation protocol to regularly assess the presence of leukocytes in fresh platelet 
preparations. This can be performed by fixation of 10 µL of the platelet pellet, which 
is about half of the total platelet pellet, in 3.7% PFA directly following removal of the 
platelet poor plasma, and manually counting the number of nucleated cells per ten 
million platelets in a counting chamber under a table-top light microscope. 
Detection of nucleated cells can also be achieved by resuspending fixed cells in a 
crystal violet staining solution and investigated using a table-top light microscope. 
As the RNA content from a single leukocyte is comparable to the RNA content of 
~1000 platelets, and we allow for a highly-purified platelet preparation a maximum 
of 0.1% nucleated cells per 1000 platelets, only a maximum of ten nucleated cells 
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per ten million platelets is considered acceptable56,244. In our experiments, we found 
that the classic centrifugation-based platelet isolation method may not require an 
additional magnetic beads-mediated depletion step for removal of CD45-positive 
(immune) cells, when analyzing the number of contaminating leukocytes (Figure 
S1A) and corresponding Bioanalyzer traces (Figure S1B), as this may come at a cost 
to platelet and platelet RNA yield. Though, low spliced read counts are observed for 
CD45 transcripts (Figure S1C), potentially resulting from residual nucleated cell 
contamination and/or CD45 expression in platelet (sub)populations. The level of 
platelet purity achieved in our studies is considered sufficient for the filtering and 
classification algorithms employed, hence inclusion of CD45-based leukocyte 
depletion steps is not suggested. However, we do not recommend exclusion of 
CD45-based leukocyte depletion steps for platelet studies in general, since this still 
may lead to increased platelet purity. Of note, high bilirubin levels (e.g. in patients 
with cholangiocarcinomas) can alter the appearance of the platelet pellet by yellow 
discoloration, and high cholesterol levels resulting in pink and sticky whole blood 
can reduce the platelet-rich plasma yield. This might result in exclusion of the 
sample because of too little platelet RNA yield or low platelet RNA quality. Our 
platelet isolation protocol also allows for the complementary isolation of plasma in 
parallel, which can be stored for isolation of other biomolecules and biosources such 
as circulating cfDNA and EVs. 

RNA isolation and quality control. Next, the platelet pellet resuspended in RNAlater 
will be subjected to a total RNA isolation procedure. We recommend and included 
in our protocol the phenol-chloroform and filter-based miRVana (Ambion) total RNA 
isolation, including concurrently isolation of small RNAs. Platelet pellets can be 
dissolved in Trizol solution for RNA isolation and stored directly at -80ºC, although in 
our experience the RNA yield after Trizol-based RNA isolations are lower compared 
to the miRVana procedure. Note that differences in total RNA isolation procedures 
and kits can result in different total RNA compositions and thus RNA profiles42,245. All 
samples should be isolated using the same total RNA isolation protocol to minimize 
the risk of protocol and batch variation. The quality and quantity of total RNA 
isolated from a platelet pellet has to be measured by a Bioanalyzer RNA 6000 
Picochip as a quality control step. Total platelet RNA preparations do generally have 
clearly visible 5S, 18S, and 28S ribosomal RNA peaks (distinguishable in the 100-200 
nt, 1500-2000 nt, and 4000 nt regions of the Bioanalyzer graphs, respectively; 
Figure 3A), and/or a RIN-value of >7, which are both regarded as criteria for high-
quality total RNA. Total RNA yields are on average 146 ng (standard deviation: 130 
ng, input 6 mL of whole blood)11 per platelet pellet. This is dependent on the 
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amount of blood drawn from an individual, the platelet counts, and the fraction of 
platelet-rich plasma obtained per sample following the first centrifugation step. Total 
platelet RNA of suboptimal quality, characterized by absent ribosomal 18S and 28S 
peaks and with or without a peak characterizing degraded RNA (<200 nt in length) 
as measured on the Bioanalyzer Picochip (Figure 3B), have to be excluded from 
further processing as the resulting platelet signatures may not be suited for robust 
bioinformatic algorithm development. Of note, overload of the RNA input for the 
Bioanalyzer Picochip will result in ‘incomplete’ profiles, with low or absent ribosomal 
peaks, thereby underestimating the correct RNA quantity (Figure 3C).  

 

Figure 3 – Platelet total RNA and SMARTer cDNA quality assessment. 
(A-C) Examples of Agilent Bioanalyzer Picochip analysis of high-quality total RNA (A), fully 
degraded platelet RNA (B), and RNA overload on an Agilent Bioanalyzer RNA Picochip (C). 
Samples with high-quality can be selected for sequencing, samples with fully degraded RNA 
should be excluded, and a sample with too high RNA concentration should be diluted or re-
measured on an Agilent Bioanalyzer Nanochip. (D) Agilent Bioanalyzer DNA High Sensitivity 
traces of SMARTer cDNA products that contain ‘spiked’ (left) or ‘smooth’ (right) profiles. 
Both profiles represent successfully amplified cDNA products, though the smooth profiles 
contain additional cfDNA contamination thereby causing a ‘smooth’ appearance of the 
slope. (E) Piechart of representative RNA-sequencing read distribution of the Bioanalyzer 
traces shown in (D) among mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), intergenic, intronic, exonic, and 
intron-spanning regions as indicated by the color coding. The ‘smooth’ SMARTer cDNA 
profile contains an enriched number of reads mapping to the intergenic regions as 
compared to the ‘spiked’ SMARTer cDNA profile, potentially indicating cfDNA 
contamination.  
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A 1:10 dilution of the total RNA or quantification using a Bioanalyzer Nanochip 
might improve Bioanalyzer analysis. Alternatively, platelet RNA can be quantified 
using other quantification methods such as the Fragment analyzer (Advanced 
Analytical Technologies) or Qubit Fluorometric Quantification (Thermo Fisher) 
analysis. Samples selected for further processing have to be diluted to 100-500 pg/
µL total RNA in nuclease-free H2O, to ensure equal sample input during the 
subsequent protocols. To ensure that the dilution of the total RNA did not affect the 
platelet RNA quality, and to measure the final RNA concentration after dilution to 
enable equal total RNA input for the amplification protocol, RNA quality and 
quantity should be confirmed by a second Bioanalyzer RNA 6000 Picochip analysis 
or equivalent method. Dilution of total RNA may not be required for samples with 
low total RNA yield (100-500 pg/µL), which can be processed undiluted. 

SMARTer cDNA synthesis and amplification, Illumina TruSeq library preparation, and 
Illumina sequencing. Total RNA yield from platelets isolated from 4, 6, or 10 mL 
EDTA-coated BD Vacutainer tubes is in general insufficient for direct TruSeq library 
preparation (required input according to the manufacturer: 0.1-1 µg). Therefore the 
platelet RNA is initially subjected to cDNA synthesis and amplification using the 
SMARTer Ultra Low RNA Kit for Illumina sequencing (Clontech). This preamplification 
cDNA synthesis step enables generation of high-quality RNA-sequencing libraries 
with an input of 100-500 pg total RNA, including full-length transcripts and minimal 
loss of coverage of the transcript towards the 5’-end173. Comparative analysis 
showed that SMARTer-based amplification of low-input material yielded superior 
alignment rates and 5’ and 3’-end coverage, as compared to Ovation RNA-
sequencing system (NuGEN), another recommended low-input amplification kit246. 
In addition, this protocol specifically enriches poly-A tailed messenger RNA, and 
thus minimizes reads derived from ribosomal RNA and potentially contaminating 
DNA molecules. The presence of potentially contaminating DNA molecules can be 
identified by 1) smooth SMARTer cDNA profiles as opposed to spiked cDNA profiles 
(Figure 3D), and 2) increased number of RNA-sequencing reads mapping to 
intergenic regions, and reduced number of reads mapping as intron-spanning 
spliced RNA reads (Figure 3E)11. Following the successful amplification of cDNA, as 
determined by any distinct pattern of smooth or spiked peaks in the 200–10,000 bp 
region by Bioanalyzer DNA analysis (Figure 3D, 4A), as opposed to a flat line 
indicating no amplification product (Figure 4B), the platelet cDNA is subjected to 
Illumina TruSeq library preparation. The TruSeq library preparation protocol includes 
fragmentation of the cDNA by Covaris sonication, barcode labeling, and product 
PCR amplification, also followed by a Bioanalyzer DNA chip quality and quantity 
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control step (Figure 4). Subsequently, after successful generation of the platelet 
sequencing library, samples with unique barcodes can be pooled in equimolar ratios 
and submitted for 100 base pair DNA sequencing on the Illumina platforms (e.g. 
Miseq or Hiseq), using single-read (SR) sequencing settings. We recommend to 
sequence 12-18 samples per lane on an Illumina Hiseq 2500 (version 4 reagents) or 
24 samples per lane on an Illumina Hiseq 4000, aiming at approximately 5 to 25 
million raw reads per sample. Platelet RNA-sequencing using the 100 bp SR-mode 
and subsequent intron-spanning read quantification analysis results in profiles similar 
to those obtained by Paired-End sequencing (Pearson correlation coefficient: 0.998, 
IQR: 0.0005, n=9 samples tested), but with a concomitant reduction in costs and 
sequencing time (Figure 5). 

Platelet RNA-sequencing FASTQ-file processing. Raw BCL-files as outputted by the 
Illumina sequencing software are demultiplexed according to the standard software 
procedures as recommended by Illumina. Demultiplexed FASTQ-files are the 
required input for the dry-lab thromboSeq pipeline. The raw sequencing data is 
analyzed using freely available bioinformatic software that includes Trimmomatic174 
for read clean-up and to exclude synthetical sequences, STAR176 for fast and 
accurate splice-aware RNA-sequencing alignments, and a custom script for intron-
spanning read selection followed by HTseq read summarization178 (Procedure step 
102). 

Figure 4 –  SMARTer cDNA amplification and TruSeq labeling. 
(A) Agilent Bioanalyzer DNA High Sensitivity analysis of total platelet RNA. The cDNA 
product results in distinct peaks in the 200-10,000 bp region. (B) Negative control subjected 
to SMARTer cDNA amplification. The negative control should show no signal in this region. 
(C) Agilent Bioanalyzer DNA 1000 analysis of TruSeq labeled cDNA ready for Illumina 
sequencing. (D) Example as in C but with high primer-dimer contribution peak near the 150 
bp, which is suboptimal for sequencing analysis. See also TROUBLESHOOTING in Table 2. 
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Figure 5 – Comparison of Single-Read 
versus Paired-End read sequencing. 
Nine platelet samples selected for 
thromboSeq were sequenced using 100 bp 
Paired-End sequencing. Both the first read 
of the Paired-End read mates (Single-Read 
reads) and the Paired-End sequencing data 
were processed in parallel employing the 
th romboSeq so f tware p ipe l ine . A 
representative example of counts collected 
from Single-Read (x-axis) and Paired-End 
reads (y-axis) is shown (r=0.998, p<2.2e-16, 
Pearson’s correlation). For thromboSeq 
platelet RNA expression analysis, Single-
Read analysis appears to be sufficient with 
but with a concomitant reduction in costs 
and sequencing time. 

To exclude any contribution of contaminating DNA molecules to the RNA-
sequencing data, we select only intron-spanning spliced RNA reads for downstream 
analyses. Subsequently, the intron-spanning platelet RNA counts are available for 
analyses such as differential expression of spliced junctions analysis and heatmap 
visualization (Procedure step 106), correlation analysis, gene ontology analyses10,11, 
and development of self-learning algorithms for disease classification (Procedure 
steps 107-109). Alternative software modules such as the RNA-sequencing 
alignment softwares Tophat247 or HISAT248 can alternatively be applied to these 
data. However the bioinformatics pipeline used should be kept consistent for all 
analyzed FASTQ-files. 

PSO-enhanced classification algorithm development. The core classification tool 
driving the thromboSeq classification algorithm is a supervised self-learning support 
vector machine (SVM)-algorithm. SVM-algorithms have been previously successfully 
employed for classification of expression profiles obtained from tumor tissues145,146, 
and are applicable for classification of platelet RNA profiles as well10,11. The SVM-
algorithm employed by the thromboSeq pipeline allows for both binary (2-groups 
comparison; e.g. healthy individuals versus patients with cancer) or multiclass (≥3-
groups comparison; e.g. healthy individuals versus patients with non-small-cell lung 
cancer versus patients with lower-grade glioma) algorithm development. In principle, 
an SVM-algorithm positions samples assigned to the training series in a high-
dimensional space and hypothetically draws a line (multidimensional hyperplane) 
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separating both groups. The input for SVM-algorithm development are per included 
training sample the normalized read counts and group label (i.e. healthy or cancer). 
Next, following algorithm training an independent validation series of samples not 
included in the training process is classified. The performance is summarized using 
metrics such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and area under the curve (AUC) as 
determined from Receiver Operating Curve (ROC)-analysis. ROC-analysis enables for 
diagnostics test evaluation by comparing sensitivity to 1-specificity using multiple 
test read-out thresholds. Additional evaluation by use of more robust, aggregate 
metrics, such as Fß-score and the Matthews correlation coefficient249, is advised 
though currently not implemented in the thromboSeq software code.  

A crucial step in the development of a high-accuracy classification algorithm is 
the selection of the most contributive genes for classification, i.e. the spliced RNA 
biomarker panel. Too many biomarkers may introduce noise to the model thereby 
reducing the accuracy, whereas too few biomarkers may reduce the classification 
and discriminatory power, also resulting in reduced accuracies. Each analysis starts 
with selection of RNAs with sufficient read coverage across the majority (e.g. >90%) 
of the samples included in the analysis (Procedure step 104). Thereby, ~57,000 
annotated RNAs are narrowed down to ~5000 spliced platelet RNAs, which include 
characteristic platelet RNAs such as B2M, PPBP, and PF410,11. This filtering steps 
improves data normalization, a crucial step for RNA-sequencing data analysis. Here, 
we advise the use of TMM-normalization, as previously implemented in the R-
package edgeR179, though other normalization methodologies can also be 
applied250. We additionally implemented a remove unwanted variation (RUV)-data 
correction module that enables additional correction of the data for potential bias, 
such as that introduced by cfDNA contamination and patient age11. Following, the 
data is subjected to a quality-control step during which samples with suboptimal 
coverage and samples with reduced overall correlation to the other samples in the 
dataset are excluded from the dataset (Procedure step 105). Next, specific selection 
of spliced RNA biomarker panels can be performed by comparing the groups of 
interest (i.e. clinical conditions, e.g. healthy and cancer) by differential expression of 
spliced junctions analysis (e.g. likelihood-ratio ANOVA statistics; (Procedure step 
106)). This results in a list of spliced platelet RNAs with a corresponding logarithmic 
fold-change, p-value and false discovery rate (FDR)-value per transcript indicating 
their potential differential expression. The selection step for spliced RNA biomarker 
panels can be performed by (manual) selection of multiple potential p-values or FDR 
thresholds or by selection of predefined thresholds (e.g. FDR<0.05), thereby 
increasing or decreasing the spliced RNA biomarker panel list. This reduced set of 
spliced RNAs with differentially expression of the spliced junctions is forwarded to 
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the SVM-algorithm, thereby improving algorithm development and performance. As 
the optimal (e.g. FDR) threshold for selection of the biomarker panel may upfront of 
data analysis be unknown, we applied particle-swarm optimization (PSO) to our 
thromboSeq classification algorithm pipeline. PSO is inspired by natural swarming 
occurrences, such as the swarm of birds or schools of fish in their movement towards 
sources of food. Bioinformatically, PSO algorithms search for the best parameter 
settings for a given task, thereby continuously comparing its actual best 
performance to the newest proposed parameter settings223. Selection of the newly 
proposed parameters (‘particles’) is guided by results obtained using parameters 
tested during prior iterations. In this way, PSO can efficiently and rapidly select the 
most optimal settings for a certain dataset and classification task251. In all, we 
employ PSO for parameter optimization of multiple steps in development of the 
classification algorithm, i.e. 1) selection of a stable spliced RNA panel for RUV-
mediated data correction11,206, 2) defining the p-value or FDR threshold following 
differential expression of spliced junction (likelihood-ratio ANOVA) analysis, 3) 
identification and removal of highly correlated transcripts in the spliced RNA 
biomarker panel that might introduce noise to the SVM algorithm, 4), selection of 
spliced RNAs with statistical most contributive value to the SVM-model, and 5) 
optimization of internal SVM parameters (cost and gamma, both parameters utilized 
by SVM-algorithm training for hyperplane positioning) (Table 1)11.  

The thromboSeq pipeline deploys for example 100 different parameter 
settings (‘particles’), runs the classification training algorithm employing the training 
series, evaluates its performance in a separate dependent (i.e. involved in the 
training process) evaluation series, and thereby fine-tunes the input parameters in 
multiple (e.g. 10) iterations (Procedure step 107; Figure 1C). The ultimate best-
setting as proposed by the PSO-algorithm can be employed for algorithm validation 
in an independent (i.e. not involved in the training process) validation series 
(Procedure step 108; Figure 6). The performance of the training series can be 
assessed by a leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) approach (included in 
Procedure step 108), during which all samples except one are employed for 
algorithm training and the left-out sample is used for validation. With increasing 
series sizes and number of PSO-particles, the repetitive and iterative algorithm 
training procedure is time-consuming, requiring such analysis to be performed on 
large-scale computer clusters (e.g. >12 cores). Algorithm training and evaluation 
using smaller series sizes might result in algorithm ‘overfitting’. Here, the settings of 
the algorithm are optimized towards the classification of a small number of samples, 
thereby reducing the generalizability of the classification algorithm and spliced RNA 
biomarker panel towards a larger validation series. Validation of the algorithm in a 
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Table 1 – Overview of parameters subjected to PSO. 
Five parameters and detailed explanations of the associated analysis steps included in the 
thromboSeq classification algorithms that are subjected to PSO optimization are indicated. 

larger-sized validation series (e.g. >200 samples), possibly with re-training of the 
original algorithm, is therefore advised. 

The sensitivity of the spliced RNA biomarker panel, i.e. the classification 
power employing a new training series, can be assessed by random selection 
(bootstrapping; e.g. 1000 times) of other training series from the same dataset with 
similar sample sizes, while maintaining the spliced RNA biomarker panel and 
classifying the remaining validation samples (Procedure step 109). The observed 
(real) accuracy should ideally be within a 2-fold standard deviation of the accuracies 
obtained by permutations, indicating generalizability of the classifier and biomarker 
panel in other training series. The specificity of the spliced RNA biomarker panel, i.e. 
the ability of the panel to specifically discriminate between the conditions of 
interest, can be assessed by randomly perturbing the groups assigned to the 
samples included in the training series, thereby hypothesizing that the algorithm is 
trained using nonsense random data yielding accuracies as expected by chance 
(Procedure step 109). For a 2-groups classifier this usually results in accuracies of 
approximately 50%. 
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In the software code available online (https://github.com/MyronBest) we provide an 
updated version of the previously employed PSO-enhanced thromboSeq 
algorithm11. This updated version enables a more general reproduction of the 
algorithm development process on different computer server systems in which 
multiple computer cores function as ‘slaves’. The main improvement over the 
algorithm previously employed for NSCLC diagnostics11 is the locking of random 
particle generators included in the ppso-function (as provided in the 
ppsoThromboSeq-package together with the software code), and to require the 

PSO process to first evaluate all particles of a particular iteration before starting the 

Figure 6 – Progress plots of the PSO-enhanced thromboSeq algorithm. 
Four dot plots exemplifying the optimization progress followed by swarm intelligence for 
the main parameters selected for PSO-optimization (see also Table 1). Each plot shows 1000 
particles (i.e. an unique set of four algorithm threshold proposed by the PSO-algorithm; 100 
particles evaluated in 10 iterations; HD-LGG dataset), and indicates the migration of the 
particles towards the most optimal set of algorithm thresholds identified in the current PSO 
analysis. The best particle as determined from the lowest ‘1-AUC’-score is indicated with the 
red dot, and the settings evaluated with this particle are selected for validation of the 
algorithm. AUC = Area Under the Curve; RUV = Remove Unwanted Variation (data 
correction module); FDR = False Discovery Rate 
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following iteration. Second, we further adjusted selection of the reference sample 
for TMM-normalization, which is in this algorithm a particle-dependent process, 
whereas in the previous version the reference sample was locked for the full analysis. 
Third, we included a reproducible PSO-algorithm for optimization of the cost and 
gamma values employed by the SVM algorithm. Fourth, we extended the parameter 
range for the four input variables subjected to swarm-optimization (Table 1), and 
enabled evaluation of spliced RNA biomarker panels with at least 200 transcripts 
instead of 1000 transcripts. Finally, we specifically omitted the code that replaces 
transcripts that were not detected in validation samples with the median transcript 
counts of these particular transcripts in the training series. This latter step enables 
the normalization and correction calculations in the validation process to be 
improved, thereby increasing the classification accuracy in the validation series but 
also increasing the risk of overfitting this setting based on the validation series 
results. Re-analysis of the publicly available NSCLC dataset11 using this updated 
algorithm resulted in comparable classification accuracies (Figure S2). An overview 
of settings included in the thromboSeq software that enable further classification 
optimization, and the settings employed for re-analysis of the NSCLC dataset, is 
included in Table S1. In all, the PSO-enhanced classification algorithm enables 
selection of analysis parameters automatically, thereby enhancing the ease of 
implementation and guarantee of robust classifications. 
Controls. Each wet-lab protocol step is quality-controlled by Bioanalyzer analyses, as 
described for each Procedure step. Negative controls (water) for the synthesis of 
cDNA and subsequent library preparation are included as well. The negative 
controls should have no signal following subsequent Bioanalyzer analysis. However, 
these negative control samples do not have to be subjected to RNA-sequencing. 
For the dry-lab protocols no control samples are required because the processing 
pipeline is standardized. Though, the provided dataset (see Equipment) together 
with the results presented in this manuscript can be employed for testing the locally-
installed thromboSeq pipeline. 
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Protocol 

Reagents 
• RNAlater® stabilization solution (Ambion®, cat. no. AM7020, store at room 

temperature (RT), 21°C) 
• mirVanaTM miRNA Isolation Kit (Ambion®, cat. no. AM1560, store at 4ºC)  
• 100% (vol/vol) Ethanol (e.g. Sigma-Aldrich, store at RT) 
• Acid-Phenol:Chloroform (Ambion®, store at 4ºC) CAUTION – Acid-

Phenol:Chloroform is harmful. Therefore, wear gloves and a proper lab coat and 
work in a fume hood when handling Acid-Phenol:Chloroform 

• RNAseZap (Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. R2020, store at RT) 
• SMARTer Ultra Low RNA Kit for Illumina sequencing – version 3 (Clontech 

Laboratories, Inc., cat. no. 634848-634853®, store at -20ºC) 
• Agencourt® AMPure XP® - PCR Purification (Beckman Coulter, cat. no. A63880, 

store at 4ºC) 
• Nuclease-free H2O (store at RT) 
• TruSeq Nano DNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina®, cat. no. FC-121-4001®, store at 

-20ºC). Kit includes Resuspension buffer, which can be once thawed stored at RT. 

Equipment 
• Vacutainer tubes containing EDTA anticoagulant (e.g. BD Vacutainer® plastic EDTA 

tube, 4, 6 or 10 mL, lavender top, cat. no. 367864) 
• Microcentrifuge tubes, 1.5 and 2 mL (e.g. RNAse free microfuge tubes, Thermo 

Scientific, cat. no. AM12400 and AM12425) 
• Filter tips, RNAse and DNAse free: 10, 20, 100, 200, and 1000 µL 
• Disposable Pasteur pipette 
• Greiner centrifuge tubes, 15 and 50 mL (e.g. Sigma Aldrich, cat. no. T1943-1000EA 

and T2318-500EA) 
• Heating block for MIDI plate 
• Microcentrifuge 
• Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, cat. no. G2939BA) 
• Agilent RNA 6000 Pico kit (Agilent Technologies, cat. no. 5067-1513) 
• Agilent High Sensitivity DNA kit (Agilent Technologies, cat. no. 5067-4626) 
• Agilent DNA 7500 kit (Agilent Technologies, cat. no. 5067-1506) 
• 8-strip RNAse free 0.2 mL PCR tubes (VWR North American, cat. no. 53509-304) 
• Calibrated PCR thermal cycler 
• Magnetic Separation Device for 8-strip PCR tubes and 96-wells format (Life 

TechnologiesTM DynaMagTM 96-Side, cat. no. REF12331D) 
• CovarisTM tubes compatible with CovarisTM device (Focused-ultrasonicator by 

CovarisTM) 
• Eppendorf DNA low binding tubes (Eppendorf RNA/DNA LowBind microcentrifuge 

tubes, 1.5 mL) 
• MIDI plate (Thermo ScientificTM, 0.8 ml, 96-well, cat. no. AB-0859) 
• Magnetic Separation Device, 96-wells format (Life TechnologiesTM DynaMagTM  96-

Side Skirted, cat. no. REF12027) 
• Hybex® incubator (SciGene, Microsample Incubator, MIDI plate compatible) 
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• Adhesive seal to seal MIDI plate (e.g. Applies Biosystems®, MicroAmp® Clear 
Adhesive Film, cat. no. REF4306311 or Bio-Rad MicroSeal® ‘B’ Seal cat. no. 
MSB1001) 

• Illumina sequencing machine (e.g. Miseq, Hiseq 2500 or Hiseq 4000) including 
reagents and equipment for clustering and flow cell preparation 

• Computer cluster with at least four computational cores, 30 Gb of RAM memory, and 
at least 500 Gb of hard drive storage 

• HD-LGG dataset: The HD – LGG raw sequencing data FASTQ-files have been 
deposited in the NCBI GEO database under accession number GSE107868. 

• NSCLC dataset: The Non-cancer – NSCLC raw sequencing data FASTQ-files have 
been deposited in the NCBI GEO database under accession number GSE89843. 

Software 
• Trimmomatic, version 0.22 (http://www.usadellab.org/cms/?page=trimmomatic) 
• STAR, version 2.3.0 (https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR) 
• Picardtools, version 1.115 (https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/) 
• Samtools, version 1.115 (http://samtools.sourceforge.net) 
• HTSeq, version 0.6.1(https://htseq.readthedocs.io/en/release_0.10.0/) 
• R, version 3.3.2, (https://www.r-project.org/) 
• Bioconductor package edgeR, version 3.16.5, (http://bioconductor.org) 
• Bioconductor package EDASeq, version 2.8.0, (http://bioconductor.org) 
• Bioconductor package RUVSeq, version 1.8.0, (http://bioconductor.org) 
• R-package e1071, version 1.6-8, (http://bioconductor.org) 
• R-package Caret, version 6.0.77, (http://bioconductor.org) 
• R-package pROC, version 1.10.0, (http://bioconductor.org) 
• R-package ROCR, version 1.0-7, (http://bioconductor.org) 
• R-package reshape, version 0.8.7, (http://bioconductor.org) 
• Custom R-package ppsoThromboSeq.tar (see Supplementary Manual). Install the 

ppsoThromboSeq.tar-f i le in R by entering in the R-command l ine: 
install.packages(“ppsoThromboSeq.tar”, repos=NULL, type=”source”) 

Reagent setup 
miRNA Wash Solutions 1 and 2/3. Prepare miRNA Wash Solution 1 by adding 21 mL of 
100% ethanol, and Wash Solution 2/3 by adding 40 mL of 100% ethanol, and mix well. Both 
washing solutions are provided with the mirVana miRNA Isolation Kit, and have to be stored 
at 4°C, for up to 6 months. 

Procedure 
Collect whole blood – TIMING ~10 minutes 
1. Collect by venipuncture whole blood using a 4, 6 or 10 mL BD Vacutainer tube 

containing the anticoagulant (EDTA), gently invert BD tube directly after blood 
withdrawal 8-10 times. 
CAUTION Human materials should only be collected and processed in accordance 
with the national laws and institutional regulatory board guidelines. Also, the 
volunteering human subject should provide written informed consent. All human 
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resource should be conducted in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of 
Helsinki. 
CRITICAL Blood drawing should be performed by an experienced and qualified 
individual. 
PAUSE POINT Whole blood can be stored up to 48 hours upright at room 
temperature. 

Blood platelet and plasma isolation – TIMING 1 hour 
2. Invert blood tube 4-6 times before centrifugation. 

CRITICAL STEP Inverting the tubes prior to centrifugation increases the yield of the 
sample as all cells, including platelets, will sediment during upright storage at room 
temperature. 

3. Centrifuge tube 120g for 20 minutes at room temperature. 
4. Pipette carefully the platelet-rich plasma into a separate 15 mL tube (See Figure 1B). 

CRITICAL STEP To minimize leukocyte contamination collect only 9/10th of the 
platelet-rich plasma (PRP) or less. Take care to fully avoid disturbing the leukocyte-
containing buffy coat. Collect less PRP if disturbance of the buffy coat can be 
expected. Preferably use a calibrated 100-1000 µL pipette, as an alternative use a 
plastic Pasteur pipette, and carefully pipet from top of the PRP downwards. 
CAUTION Whole blood is potentially hazardous and human samples can be 
infectious. Use appropriate biosafety level precautions when handling human 
samples. Avoid any contact with (components) of blood, wear gloves during the 
procedures, and trash materials that were in direct contact with the blood 
immediately after use. 
?TROUBLESHOOTING 

5. Centrifuge platelet-rich plasma 360g for 20 minutes at room temperature. 
6. Remove the supernatant by pipetting without disturbing the platelet pellet, and 

carefully resuspend the platelet pellet in 30 µL RNAlater. Transfer the platelet pellet 
in RNAlater to a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube (See Figure 1B). 

` CRITICAL STEP Remove all platelet-rich plasma (PRP) from the platelet pellet 
because remaining PRP can contaminate the platelet pellet with cfDNA and cfRNA. 
This can be performed by pipetting using a p200 pipette tip. 
CRITICAL STEP Minimize generation of air bubbles during resuspension of the 
platelet pellet in RNAlater. 
PAUSE POINT Platelets have to be stored overnight at 4ºC before freezing at -80ºC.  
?TROUBLESHOOTING 

Preparing platelet RNA isolation – TIMING ~10 minutes 
7. Clean all surfaces and pipettes with an RNAse decontamination solution (for example 

RNAse Zap). 
CRITICAL STEP As the RNA yield from platelet pellets is generally low, and RNA is 
prone to the degrading effects of RNAses, make sure that you wear and regularly 
refresh gloves during the procedures and work on ice. 

8. Make sure that Wash Solution 1 and 2/3 are supplemented with 100% ethanol (see 
Reagent Setup). 
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9. Pre-heat the Elution solution included in the mirVana miRNA Isolation Kit to 95ºC on 
a calibrated heat block. 

Platelet RNA isolation – TIMING ~2 hours 
10. Add 500 µL Lysis/Binding solution included in the mirVana miRNA Isolation Kit to the 

thawed platelet pellet from Step 6 and mix well by vortexing. 
11. Add 50 µL Homogenate additive included in the mirVana miRNA Isolation Kit to the 

platelet pellet in the Lysis/Binding solution and mix well by vortexing. 
12. Add 500 µL Acid-Phenol:Chloroform included in the mirVana miRNA Isolation Kit 

and mix well by vortexing 30-60 seconds, and spin the microcentrifuge tubes 
20,817g for 5 minutes at room temperature. 
CAUTION Acid-Phenol:Chloroform is potentially hazardous. Perform Steps 12 and 
13 in a fume hood. 

13. Remove the aqueous phase (upper phase) and transfer to fresh 2 mL microcentrifuge 
tube. 

14. Add 625 µL 100% ethanol and resuspend well by pipetting. 
15. Add 700 µL aqueous phase / ethanol mix to the filter cartridge in a conical collection 

tube both provided by the mirVana miRNA isolation kit. 
CRITICAL STEP Maximum loading capacity of the filter cartridge is 700 µL. For larger 
volumes of aqueous phase / ethanol mix apply the sample in successive applications 
to the same filter. 

16. Centrifuge the filter cartridge in the conical collection tube at 10,621g for 15 
seconds at room temperature to pass the mixture through the filter. If applicable, 
repeat this step until all aqueous phase / ethanol mix has been passed through the 
filter. 

17. Discard flow-through and apply 700 µL of miRNA Wash Solution 1 to the filter 
cartridge. Centrifuge the filter cartridge in the same conical collection tube at 
10,621g for 15 seconds at room temperature. 

18. Discard flow-through and apply 500 µL of Wash Solution 2/3 to the filter cartridge. 
Centrifuge the filter cartridge in the same conical collection tube at 10,621g for 15 
seconds at room temperature. 

19. Repeat step 18 once more. 
20. Discard flow-through and centrifuge the filter cartridge in the same conical collection 

tube at 10,621g for 1 minute at room temperature to remove residual fluids. 
CRITICAL STEP Residual ethanol in the filter can negatively influence the efficiency of 
reactions downstream of the protocol. 

21. Transfer the filter cartridge to a new conical collection tube and apply 30 µL of pre-
heated Elution solution (see Step 9) to the center of the filter. 
CRITICAL STEP Make sure that all volume is applied to the center of the filter 
cartridge for maximum yield. 

22. Centrifuge the filter cartridge immediately in the conical collection tube at 20,817g 
for 30 seconds at room temperature. 

23. Collect the eluate containing the RNA and re-apply to the center of the same filter 
cartridge. Centrifuge the the filter cartridge in the same conical collection tube at 
20,817g for 30 seconds at room temperature. 
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24. Collect the eluate (~30 µL) containing the total RNA and label the tube. The filter 
cartridge can be trashed. Aliquot once 1.5 µL of the isolated RNA into one RNAse 
free 0.2 mL 8-strip PCR tubes for quality and quantity control (see Step 25). Store 
samples at -80ºC. 
PAUSE POINT Platelet RNA can be stored at -80ºC for multiple years. Samples can 
be shipped on dry ice. 

Quality check of the platelet total RNA – TIMING 2.5 hours 
25. Check the size distribution, presence of ribosomal peaks and RNA quantity of the 

total RNA isolations from Step 24 using an Agilent RNA 6000 Pico kit, according to 
the manufacturer’s protocol. A high-quality sample should contain clear 5S, 18S, and 
28S ribosomal RNA peaks and/or RIN-value >7, as indicated in Figure 3A-C. 
Samples with low-quantity and/or degraded total RNA should be excluded from 
further processing. If samples have a total RNA concentration <1,500 pg/µL, 
proceed directly to Step 28, however, for samples with a total RNA concentration 
>1,500 pg/µL it is necessary to first follow Steps 26-27. 
?TROUBLESHOOTING 

Sample dilution – TIMING 1.5 hours 
26. To equalize the input material per sample to 500 pg of total RNA, sample dilution 

may be required. For this, calculate a dilution factor based on the quantified RNA 
concentration (Step 25), and dilute the RNA in nuclease-free H2O to 500 pg/µL total 
RNA. Aliquot once 1 µL of diluted total RNA into one separate 8-strip 0.2 mL PCR 
tube for cDNA synthesis (step 28). 

27. To confirm the quality and quantity of the resulting total RNA input material 
following dilution, check the size distribution, presence of ribosomal peaks and RNA 
quantity of the total RNA isolations using an Agilent Bioanalyzer RNA 6000 Picochip, 
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. This step will require 1.5 µL of total RNA 
from the diluted sample. Samples that appear to have low-quality or degraded RNA 
(see also Figure 3A-C) following dilution should be excluded, or diluted again from 
the sample’s total RNA stock. If the measured RNA concentration is between 500 pg/
µL and 1,500 pg/µL, the sample can be further diluted prior to cDNA synthesis in 
Step 28, without again confirming the RNA concentration by Bioanalyzer analysis. If 
the measured RNA concentration is >1,500 pg/µL the sample has to be rediluted 
and quantified again (following Steps 26 and 27). 
?TROUBLESHOOTING 

SMARTer Reverse Transcription – TIMING 2.5 hours 
28. Reverse Transcription is performed using the SMARTer Reverse Transcription 

protocol. Prepare a stock solution of 10x Reaction Buffer by mixing the 10x Lysis 
Buffer – v3 with RNase inhibitor, both included in the SMARTer Ultra Low RNA Kit for 
Illumina sequencing: 
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CRITICAL STEP When working with RNA, prepare the equipment and working 
environment as described in Step 7. 

29. Take 500 pg total RNA in a 1-9 µL volume, and make up all samples to 9 µL with 
nuclease-free H2O as shown in the table below. Use 0.2 mL RNAse-free PCR tubes. It 
is recommended to process samples in larger batches of 16 to 24 samples. 

 *Control RNA is supplied at 1 µg/µL. Dilute control RNA in nuclease-free H2O 
to match test sample concentrations. 

30. Place the samples on a -20ºC pre-chilled PCR rack and add 1 µL of 3’ SMART CDS 
Primer IIA (12 µM) included in the SMARTer Ultra Low RNA Kit for Illumina 
sequencing to give a total volume of 11 µL. Mix the contents and spin briefly. 

31. Incubate at 72ºC for 3 minutes in a preheated hot-lid thermal cycler. Then, 
immediately place the samples in the cold PCR rack. 

32. Prepare a Master Mix for all reactions plus one (n+1) to account for pipetting errors 
by adding components included in the SMARTer Ultra Low RNA Kit for Illumina 
sequencing in the order shown, mix well by vortexing and spin briefly. 

Components Volume to add (µL)

10x Lysis Buffer – v3 19

RNAse Inhibitor 1

Total 20

Components Negative 
control

Positive 
control

Test sample

10x Reaction Buffer 1 µL 1 µL 1 µL

Nuclease-free H2O 9 µL 0-8 µL 0-8 µL

Diluted control RNA* - 1-9 µL -

Sample - - 1-9 µL

Total volume 10 µL 10 µL 10 µL

Components Volume to add (µL)

5x First-strand buffer 4

DTT (100 mM) 0.5

dNTP-mix (20 mM) 1

SMARTer IIA Oligonucleotide (12 µM) 1

RNAse Inhibitor (40 U/µL) 0.5

SMARTScribe Reverse Transcriptase (100 U/µL) 2

Total 9
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CRITICAL STEP Remove the SMARTScribe Reverse Transcriptase from -20ºC and add 
just prior to use. 

33. Add 9 µL Master Mix to each reaction from Step 31, mix by gently pipetting and spin 
briefly. Incubate the tubes in a pre-heated thermal cycler using the following 
programme: 
42ºC 90 minutes 
70ºC 10 minutes 
4ºC forever. 
PAUSE POINT cDNA samples can be stored at -20ºC for up to 1 week, as 
recommended by the manufacturer. 

cDNA amplification – TIMING 3 hours 
34. Prepare a PCR Master Mix for all reactions plus one (n+1)  to account for pipetting 

errors by adding reagents included in the SMARTer Ultra Low RNA Kit for Illumina 
sequencing in the order shown, mix well by vortexing and spin briefly. 

35. Add 30 µL PCR Master Mix to each tube containing 20 µL first stand cDNA from Step 
33. Mix well and spin briefly. 

36. Place the tubes in a pre-heated thermal cycler with heated lid and use the following 
program: 

37. Add 1 µL of 10x Lysis Buffer - v3 to each PCR product from Step 36. 
38. Vortex AMPure XP Beads until evenly mixed and add 50 µL AMPure beads to each 

sample. Mix thoroughly by vortexing or pipetting the entire volume up and down at 
least 10 times. Incubate the samples for 8 minutes at room temperature to enable 
the DNA to bind to the beads. 
CRITICAL STEP AMPure XP Beads should be equilibrated at room temperature for 
30 minutes by placing the beads on the lab bench, and vortexed well each time prior 
to use. 

Components Volume to add (µL)

2x SeqAmp PCR Buffer 25

PCR Primer IIA-v3 (12 µM) 1

SeqAmp DNA Polymerase 1

Nuclease-free H2O 3

Total 30

Cycle number Denature Anneal Extend

1 95ºC, 1 min

2-16 98ºC, 10 sec 65ºC, 30 sec 68ºC, 3 min

17 72ºC, 10 min
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39. Briefly spin the samples and place the PCR-strip on a Magnetic Separation Device for 
5 minutes or longer until the solution appears completely clear.  

40. Keeping the samples on the Magnetic Separation Device, pipette out the 
supernatants and discard. 

41. Keep the PCR-strip on the Magnetic Separation Device and add 200 µL freshly 
prepared 80% (vol/vol) ethanol in nuclease-free H2O to each sample without 
disturbing the beads. Wait 30 seconds and then carefully pipette out the supernatant 
and discard. 
CRITICAL STEP Always prepare fresh 80% (vol/vol) ethanol prior to use. Apply the 
80% (vol/vol) ethanol to the opposite side of the tube to the beads so as not to 
disturb the pellet. 

42. Repeat Step 41 once more. 
43. Briefly spin the samples to collect any remaining liquid and place the samples on the 

Magnetic Separation Device for 30 seconds. Remove all remaining ethanol by 
pipetting. 

44. Place the PCR-strip at room temperature for ~2-3 minutes until the pellet appears 
dry.  
CRITICAL STEP There may be a small crack in the pellet. When drying too long many 
cracks will appear in the pellet. Both over- and under-drying will result in less DNA 
recovery by remaining ethanol. 

45. When the pellet is dry, add 17 µL of elution buffer included in the SMARTer Ultra Low 
RNA Kit for Illumina sequencing directly to the side of the tube containing the beads 
to cover the beads. Remove the PCR-plate from the Magnetic Separation Device 
and mix thoroughly by pipetting to resuspend the beads. Incubate at room 
temperature for 2 minutes to rehydrate the pellet. 

46. Briefly spin the samples to collect the liquid and place the samples on the Magnetic 
Separation Device for 1 minute or longer until the solution is completely clear. 

47. Transfer the clear supernatant containing purified cDNA to a nuclease-free 
Eppendorf DNA Low Binding Tube. 
PAUSE POINT Purified cDNA can be stored at -20ºC up to 1 year, as recommended 
by the manufacturer. 

Quality check of SMARTer amplified platelet cDNA – TIMING 2.5 hours 
48. Check the presence of cDNA product, size distribution, and positive and negative 

controls using a Bioanalyzer High Sensitivity DNA kit according to the manufacturers’ 
instructions, and requires 1 µL of cDNA. Successfully amplified cDNA should yield 
distinct peaks in the 200–10,000 bp region. The yield is approximately 197 ng/µL 
(sd: 89 ng/µL, n=492 samples)11. The negative control should, aside from primer 
dimers in the <100 bp region, show no signal. 
?TROUBLESHOOTING 

Covaris shearing of amplified platelet cDNA – TIMING ~4 hours 
49. Pre-cool and de-gas the Covaris 1 hour before starting. Use the following Covaris 

settings: 
Duty cycle  10% 
Intensity  5.0 
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Bursts per second 200 
Duration  240 seconds 
Mode   Frequency sweeping 
Power   23W 
Temperature  5.5ºC to 6ºC 
Water Level  15. 

50. Dilute platelet cDNA to a volume of 110 µL by adding 95 µL nuclease-free H2O.  
51. Pipette the cDNA sample into the Covaris tube and place into holder. Start the 

fragmentation by pressing ‘START’ in the Covaris software. Following fragmentation, 
remove the Covaris tube from the Covaris machine and holder. 

52. Repeat step 50 and 51 for all samples separately until all samples have been 
processed. Use for each sample a fresh Covaris tube. During the procedure the 
pending samples can be stored at room temperature. 

53. For each fragmented sample add 160 µL of equilibrated AMPure XP Beads into a 96-
well MIDI plate.  
CRITICAL STEP AMPure XP Beads should be equilibrated at room temperature for 
30 minutes by placing the beads on the lab bench, and vortexed well each time prior 
to use. 

54. Centrifuge the Covaris tubes from Step 52 in a table-top microcentrifuge at 10,000 
rpm for 10 seconds at room temperature, and transfer each sample of fragmented 
cDNA into a well of the MIDI plate from Step 53. Mix thoroughly by pipetting up and 
down 10 times. Incubate the samples for 15 minutes at room temperature. 

55. Place the MIDI plate on the 96-well plate magnet for 8 minutes. 
56. If liquid is clear, remove and discard the supernatant from each sample by pipetting. 

CRITICAL Contamination of sample with AMPure XP beads in following steps might 
reduce reaction efficiency. If liquid remains unclear, consider to carefully tap on the 
plate from the side thereby inducing minor fluid movements, or to reapply the 
supernatant carefully into the well by pipetting. 

57. Add 200 µL of fresh ethanol 80% (vol/vol) to each well, adding to the opposite side 
from the bead pellet, and incubate for 30 seconds at room temperature. 

58. Remove ethanol from each sample by pipetting. 
59. Repeat Steps 57 and 58. 
60. Place samples in a pre-heated Hybex incubator and dry at 37ºC for approximately 

2-3 minutes. Do not cover the MIDI plate, but make sure no cross-contamination 
occurs between the samples by preventing airstreams above the MIDI plate. Check 
dryness of the pellets every 15-30 seconds. 
CRITICAL There may be a small crack in the pellet. When drying too long many 
cracks will appear in the pellet, resulting in reduced cDNA yield. Under-drying will 
result in lower cDNA recovery due to contamination by remaining ethanol.  

61. Add 62.5 µL of Resuspension buffer included in the TruSeq Nano DNA Library Prep 
Kit directly to each bead pellet, and mix thoroughly by pipetting up and down 10 
times. Then, incubate the samples at room temperature for 2 minutes. 

62. Place the MIDI plate on the 96-well plate magnet for 5 minutes. 
CRITICAL Contamination of sample with AMPure XP beads in following steps might 
reduce reaction efficiency. If liquid remains unclear, consider to carefully tap on the 
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plate from the side thereby inducing minor fluid movements, or to reapply the 
supernatant carefully into the well by pipetting. 

63. Pipette 58 µL of each sample into empty slots of a fresh MIDI plate. 
PAUSE POINT Platelet cDNA samples can be stored in the MIDI plate at 4ºC for up 
to 4 days, as recommended by the manufacturer. 

Platelet cDNA End Repair – TIMING 2 hours 
64. Centrifuge the thawed End Repair mix tube included in the TruSeq Nano DNA 

Library Prep Kit at 600g for 5 seconds at room temperature, and set a Hybex 
incubater to 30ºC. 

65. Add 40 µL of End Repair Mix to each sample from Step 63. Mix thoroughly by 
pipetting up and down 10 times. Seal the MIDI plate with Bio-Rad MicroSeal ‘B’ Seal 
adhesive seal. Centrifuge the MIDI plate at 280g for 1 minute at room temperature, 
and place the MIDI plate in the Hybex incubator at 30ºC for 30 minutes. 

66. Remove MIDI plate immediately and place on 4ºC cool block for 3 minutes. 
67. Centrifuge MIDI plate at 280g for 1 minute at room temperature. 
68. Add 160 µl of equilibrated AMPure XP Beads to each sample, mix thoroughly by 

pipetting up and down 10 times. Incubate the samples for 15 minutes at room 
temperature. CRITICAL STEP AMPure XP Beads should be equilibrated at room 
temperature for 30 minutes by placing the beads on the lab bench, and vortexed 
well each time prior to use 

69. Perform sample clean-up as described in Steps 55-60. 
70. Add 20 µL of Resuspension buffer directly to each bead pellet, and mix thoroughly 

by pipetting up and down 10 times. Then, incubate the samples at room 
temperature for 2 minutes. 

71. Place the MIDI plate on the 96-well plate magnet for 5 minutes. 
CRITICAL Contamination of sample with AMPure XP beads in following steps might 
reduce reaction efficiency. If liquid remains unclear, consider to carefully tap on the 
plate from the side thereby inducing minor fluid movements, or to reapply the 
supernatant carefully into the well by pipetting. 

72. Pipette 17.5 µl of each sample into a well of a PCR plate/strip (both can be used 
during the next steps of the protocol). 
PAUSE POINT Samples can be stored in the MIDI plate at 4ºC for up to 4 days, as 
recommended by the manufacturer. 

3’-End Adenylation, Adapter Ligation and AMPure XP Bead Clean-up – TIMING 3 hours 
73. Thaw A-Tailing mix included in the TruSeq Nano DNA Library Prep Kit at room 

temperature, and add 12.5 µL of A-Tailing Mix to each sample from Step 72 and mix 
well. Seal the PCR plate with adhesive seal. Shake the plate on a microplate shaker 
at 1800 rpm for 15 seconds, and centrifuge the PCR plate at 280g for 1 minute at 
room temperature. Place the PCR plate in a pre-heated thermal cycler and run the 
following programme (volume = 30 µL): 
37ºC 30 minutes 
70ºC 5 minutes 
4ºC 5 minutes 
4ºC forever. 
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74. Remove the PCR plate from the thermal cycler, centrifuge PCR plate at 280g for 1 
minute at room temperature. 

75. Thaw and mix the DNA Adapter Index tubes included in the TruSeq Nano DNA 
Library Prep Kit at room temperature and spin down 20,817g for 1 minute at room 
temperature. Dilute the DNA Adapter Indexes (1:10; 9.0 µL Resuspension buffer and 
1.0 µL DNA Adapter Index) in capped 0.2 mL DNAse-free PCR tubes. Perform 
dilutions on ice or 4ºC cold blocks. 
CRITICAL STEP Perform dilution of the DNA Adapter Indexes during the 3’ End 
Adenylation step (Step 73). Make sure that the Adapter Index assigned to each 
sample is documented. This unique sample barcode is used for pooling of platelet 
libraries and demultiplexing in silico. 

76. Add 5 µL of diluted DNA adapter index and 2.5 µL of Ligation Mix included in the 
TruSeq Nano DNA Library Prep Kit to each sample from Step 74. Seal the PCR plate 
with adhesive seal, and shake the plate for 15 seconds on a microplate shaker at 
1800 rpm. Then, centrifuge the PCR plate at 280g for 1 minute at room temperature. 
Place the PCR plate in a pre-heated thermal cycler and run the following programme 
(volume = 38 µL): 
30ºC 10 minutes 
4ºC forever. 
CRITICAL STEP Remove the Ligation Mix from -15°C to -25°C storage just prior to 
use. 

77. Remove the PCR plate from the thermal cycler and place it on a cool block. Add 5 µL 
of Stop Ligation Buffer  included in the TruSeq Nano DNA Library Prep Kit to each 
sample. Seal the PCR plate with adhesive seal, shake the PCR plate 15 seconds on a 
microplate shaker at 1800 rpm, and centrifuge the PCR plate 280g for 1 minute at 
room temperature. 
CRITICAL STEP Make sure the Stop Ligation Buffer is thawed when the PCR plate is 
removed from the thermal cycler. 

78. Pipette 42.5 µL of equilibrated AMPure XP Beads into a MIDI plate, and transfer the 
barcode-ligated samples from the PCR plate in Step 77 to the MIDI plate. Mix 
thoroughly by pipetting up and down 10 times.  
CRITICAL STEP AMPure XP Beads should be equilibrated at room temperature for 
30 minutes by placing the beads on the lab bench, and vortexed well each time prior 
to use. 

79. Perform sample clean-up as described in Steps 55-60. 
80. Add 52.5 µL of Resuspension buffer directly to each bead pellet, and mix thoroughly 

by pipetting up and down 10 times. Then, incubate the samples at room 
temperature for 2 minutes. 

81. Place the MIDI plate on the 96-well plate magnet for 5 minutes. 
CRITICAL Contamination of sample with AMPure XP beads in following steps might 
reduce reaction efficiency. If liquid remains unclear, consider to carefully tap on the 
plate from the side thereby inducing minor fluid movements, or to reapply the 
supernatant carefully into the well by pipetting. 

82. Transfer 50 µL of each sample into a new well/strip. 
PAUSE POINT Samples can be stored in the MIDI plate at 4ºC up to 4 days, as 
recommended by the manufacturer. 
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Barcode-ligated cDNA bead clean-up – TIMING 1.5 hours 
83. Add 50 µL of equilibrated AMPure XP Beads. Mix thoroughly by pipetting up and 

down 10 times.  
CRITICAL STEP AMPure XP Beads should be equilibrated at room temperature for 
30 minutes by placing the beads on the lab bench, and vortexed well each time prior 
to use 

84. Perform sample clean-up as described in Steps 55-60. 
85. Add 27.5 µL of Resuspension buffer directly to each bead pellet, and mix thoroughly 

by pipetting up and down 10 times. Then, incubate the samples at room 
temperature for 2 minutes. 

86. Place the MIDI plate on the 96-well plate magnet for 5 minutes. 
CRITICAL Contamination of sample with AMPure XP beads in following steps might 
reduce reaction efficiency. If liquid remains unclear, consider to carefully tap on the 
plate from the side thereby inducing minor fluid movements, or to reapply the 
supernatant carefully into the well by pipetting. 

87. Transfer 25 µL of each sample into a PCR plate/strip (both can be used during the 
next steps of the protocol). 
PAUSE POINT Samples can be stored in the PCR plate at 4ºC for up to 4 days, as 
recommended by the manufacturer. 

Enrich barcode-ligated cDNA fragments – TIMING 3 hours 
88. Thaw Enhanced PCR Mix and PCR Primer Cocktail both included in the TruSeq Nano 

DNA Library Prep Kit at room temperature, and centrifuge Enhanced PCR Mix and 
PCR Primer Cocktail at 600g for 5 seconds at room temperature. Prepare a PCR 
Master Mix for all reactions plus one (n+1) to account for pipetting errors. Include a 
negative control, no positive control is required. Combine reagents in the order 
shown, mix well by vortexing and spin briefly: 

89. Add 25 µL of the PCR Master Mix to each sample from Step 87 (negative control 
last). Gently pipette each sample up and down 10 times to mix thoroughly. Seal the 
PCR plate with adhesive seal, centrifuge the PCR plate at 280g for 1 minute at room 
temperature, place the PCR plate into the pre-heated thermal cycler, and run the 
following programme (volume = 50 µL): 

Components Volume to add (µL)

PCR Primer Cocktail 20

Enhanced PCR Mix 5

Total 25

Cycle number Denature Anneal Extend

1 98ºC, 30 sec

2-11 98ºC, 20 sec 60ºC, 15 sec 72ºC, 30 sec

12 72ºC, 5 min
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90. Transfer the samples to a new MIDI plate for AMPure XP Bead clean-up. Add 50 µL 
of equilibrated AMPure XP Beads, and mix thoroughly by pipetting up and down 10 
times.  
CRITICAL STEP AMPure XP Beads should be equilibrated at room temperature for 
30 minutes by placing the beads on the lab bench, and vortexed well each time prior 
to use. 

91. Perform sample clean-up as described in Steps 55-60. 
92. Add 32.5 µL of Resuspension buffer directly to each bead pellet, and mix thoroughly 

by pipetting up and down 10 times. Then, incubate the samples at room 
temperature for 2 minutes. 

93. Place the MIDI plate on the 96-well plate magnet for 5 minutes. 
CRITICAL Contamination of sample with AMPure XP beads in following steps might 
reduce reaction efficiency. If liquid remains unclear, consider to carefully tap on the 
plate from the side thereby inducing minor fluid movements, or to reapply the 
supernatant carefully into the well by pipetting. 

94. Transfer 30 µL of each sample into an Eppendorf DNA Low Binding Tube. 
PAUSE POINT Barcode-ligated platelet cDNA libraries can be stored at -20°C up to 
five years. 

Quality check of barcode-ligated platelet cDNA libraries – TIMING 2.5 hours 
95. Check the presence of barcode-ligated cDNA product, size distribution, and 

negative control using an Agilent Bioanalyzer DNA 7500 chip according to the 
manufacturers’ instructions. This step requires 1 µL of cDNA. Successfully ligated and 
amplified platelet cDNA should yield product in the 200–700 bp region. The mean 
yield is approximately 221 nM (sd: 127 nM, n=493 samples)11. For samples that yield 
<10 nM cDNA, the sample should be re-analyzed on an Agilent Bioanalyzer DNA 
High Sensitivity chip for more accurate product quantification. The negative control 
should, aside from primer dimers in the <100 bp region, show no signal. If the 
negative control contains signal in the 200–700 bp region, the samples should be 
regarded as contaminated with an unknown contaminant, and reprocessed from 
Step 28. 
?TROUBLESHOOTING 

Platelet library pooling – TIMING ~1 hour 
96. For each successfully barcode-ligated platelet sample make a ~15 nM stock solution 

in a total volume of 10 µL (use PCR strips or Eppendorf DNA low binding tubes) by 
diluting the samples as necessary in Resuspension buffer provided in the TruSeq 
Nano DNA Library Prep Kit. In the example below the samples will be diluted to 
make 15 nM stock solutions; 
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97. Remeasure the quantity and quality of all diluted samples using an Agilent 
Bioanalyzer 7500 DNA chip (or Agilent Bioanalyzer High Sensitivity DNA chip if the 
molarity is <10 nM). If the dilution deviates more than 5 nM from the aimed value, 
the dilution has to be redone.  

98. Pool 12 to 24 successfully barcode-ligated and diluted platelet cDNA libraries into a 
single pool. Make sure the concentrations of the sample libraries are similar (at 
maximum 5 nM difference) to enable equimolar pooling of the samples and roughly 
similar raw read counts per sample. Adding more samples to the pool will reduce the 
number of sequencing reads per sample in the pool. Add 3 µL of each sample’s 
diluted stock solution to a library pool in a fresh Eppendorf DNA Low Binding Tube. 
CRITICAL STEP Make sure all platelet samples in the pool have unique barcodes. 

99. Check the quantity and quality of the pool of platelet libraries using an Agilent 
Bioanalyzer 7500 DNA chip (or Agilent Bioanalyzer High Sensitivity DNA chip if the 
molarity is <10 nM). Use this value for further dilution of the pools before its added 
to an Illumina flow cell.  

DNA Sequencing – TIMING ~4-8 days 
100. Perform DNA sequencing of the libraries on an Illumina sequencer (e.g. HiSeq), and 

prepare loading of the pool of platelet libraries on a flow cell according to the 
manufacturers’ instructions. The pools of platelet libraries can be diluted to a 
concentration of 14 pM for optimal cluster formation on the flow cell of a HiSeq 
2500. This molarity might be different for other Illumina sequencers. The preferential 
run setting is the 100 bp Single-Read (SR) run (which runs for 3-4 days using the 
Illumina version 4 reagents), but a 100-125 bp Paired End (PE) run (which typically 
runs for 5-6 days using the Illumina version 4 reagents) is also suitable. The usual 
output of a 100 bp SR or 100-125 bp PE run on a HiSeq 2500 is approximately 200 
million raw reads per flow cell lane. Since for platelet-powered diagnostics we only 
use (spliced) intron-spanning reads, discarding ~90% of the mapped reads, we 
advise to multiplex on a single lane 12 to 18 samples, or up to 24 samples, on a 
HiSeq 2500 or 4000, respectively. 

Sample Barcode Sample 
concentration 
nM

Final 
concentration 
of stock 
solution 

dilution µL 
sample

µL 
Resuspen-
sion buffer

1 001 BC_1 30 15 2x 5 5

2 002 BC_2 40 15 2.7x 3.7 6.3

3 003 BC_3 26 15 1.7x 5.9 4.1

4 004 BC_4 50 15 3.3x 3.0 7.0

5 …
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Data Analysis – TIMING ~2-7 days 
101. Export and demultiplex using the CASAVA Illumina software the raw BCL-files into 

sample-specific FASTQ-files. This step might be performed by your sequencing 
facility. 

102. Process the FASTQ-files by removing duplicated read sequences and trimming reads 
based on quality metrics, mapping reads to a human reference genome, filtering 
intron-spanning spliced RNA reads, and quantifying the mapped read counts. To 
perform this step, open a shell and go to a working directory in which the analyses 
m a y b e p e r f o r m e d a n d a s i n d i c a t e d b e l o w . D o w n l o a d t h e 
‘thromboSeqMappingPipeline.sh’-script available via GitHub (https://github.com/
MyronBest). This script executes Trimmomatic for data clean-up, STAR for read 
mapping, Picard-tools for adding a read group, Samtools for sam-to-bam file 
conversion and data sorting per read name and chromosome, a custom 
filterBamCigar.pl script for intron-spanning read selection, and finally HTSeq for read 
summarization. Copy this script into the working directory. Start the pipeline by 
providing the input FASTQ-files directory, output directory, directory with software 
programs, directory with library reference files, and number of available 
computational threads, using the following commands.  

$ cd /path/to/working/directory/ 
$ mkdir outputDirectory 
$ thromboSeqMappingPipeline.sh /path/to/input/fastq/files/ outputDirectory/ /path/
to/programs/directory/ /path/to/library/reference/files/ 
numberOfComputationalThreads 

CRITICAL STEP Indexed reference files required by the mapping pipeline are 
available via the GEO repository (GSE107868). The input FASTQ-files can be stored 
as zip-files. The FASTQ-file sample IDs will be employed as sample IDs during follow-
up analyses. Of note, the character ‘_’ should not be included in the sample ID used 
for the FASTQ-file, because this character is screened for by the software and all 
characters in the FASTQ-sample IDs beyond this character are removed. 
CRITICAL STEP Ensure the latter numerical value does not exceed the total number 
of threads present on your computer system. 

103. Load the mapping data into an R-environment and combine the raw read counts 
with the clinical sample information. The ‘thromboSeqMappingPipeline.sh’-script 
automatically stores all HTSeq read counts data into a single folder entitled 
‘HTSeq_output’. This folder serves as input for the R-based analyses. Further, 
generate a sample info matrix stored as a csv-file that contains for each sample at 
least the sample ID, age of the patient, and clinical group (an example template can 
be downloaded from the GEO repository (GSE107868); file-name: sampleInfo.csv). 
Download the dry-lab thromboSeq pipeline from GitHub (https://github.com/
MyronBest). Ensure that the included ‘bin’-folder with its contents is copied to the 
working directory. The bin-folder contains three source-scripts that include all 
functions required for the software pipeline. A separate document with all functions 
listed and the included arguments are available with the Supplementary Manual. The 
code automatically detects the number of classification groups included and will 
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execute the pipeline for binary or multiclass comparisons. Then, open R and perform 
the following commands: 

> source('bin/thromboSeqTools_PreProcessing_2.R') 
> source('bin/thromboSeqTools_ANOVA.R') 
> source('bin/thromboSeqTools_PSO.R') 
> counts <- collect.read.counts(inputDir = "HTSeq_output/") 
> dge <- prepare.dge.object(sample.info = "sampleInfo.csv", 
                             gene.info = "bin/dgeGenesEnsembl75.RData", 
                           read.counts = counts) 

104. Filter the dataset to exclude RNAs of low abundance. By default, RNAs with less than 
30 reads in at least 90% of the sample series are excluded from further analyses. For 
this perform the following command in R: 

> dge <- filter.for.platelet.transcriptome(dge) 

105. Perform the thromboSeq quality check (QC) step. This QC-pipeline removes samples 
with too few transcripts detected (<750) and performs leave-one-sample-out cross-
correlations. For this perform the following command in R: 

> dgeIncludedSamples <- thromboSeqQC(dge) 

?TROUBLESHOOTING 
106. Perform thromboSeq ANOVA differential expression analysis of splice junctions. 

Differential expression of splice junction analysis is performed by the likelihood-ratio 
test as implemented in the R-package edgeR181. By default ‘age’ and ‘library size’ are 
included as potential confounding factors and reduced by RUV-correction, though 
more variables may be added. The data is visualized in an heatmap and data table. 
The FDR-threshold employed for selection of transcripts included in the heatmap can 
be optimized by PSO-analysis. All figure outputs will be stored by default in the 
folder ‘figureOutputFolder’. For this perform the following command in R: 

> thromboSeq.anova <- thromboSeqANOVA(dgeIncludedSamples) 

107. Perform PSO-enhanced thromboSeq classifier development. First, a subset of the 
samples is assigned to the training and evaluation series, and the remaining samples 
are automatically subjected to the validation series. Subsequently, the classification 
algorithm is employed for algorithm development and the optim_ppso_robust-
function implemented in the R-packages ppso is employed for PSO-enhanced 
parameter selection. The algorithm aims for minimization of the ‘1-AUC’-score. For 
multiclass comparisons, automatically recognized by the software, the algorithms 
aims to minimize the ‘1-accuracy’-score. The number of particles is set by default at 
100, and the number of iterations is set at 10 by default. The PSO algorithm can be 
performed on multiple computer cores in parallel. Ensure the correct number of 
computational threads is stated (by default 8). Additional instructions for manual 
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selection of samples for the training and evaluation series, adjustments of variables 
to be optimised by PSO and settings of the PSO algorithm itself can be found in the 
Supplementary Manual. To do all this, run the following command: 

> thromboPSO <- thromboSeqPSO(dge = dgeIncludedSamples, 
                               n.particles = 100, 
                             n.iterations = 10) 

108. Validate the developed thromboSeq classification algorithm. The algorithm 
automatically selects the samples in the validation series for validation, and outputs 
an ROC-curve with training, evaluation, and validation series evaluated (binary 
comparison). Multiclass comparisons will be summarized in a confusion matrix. The 
‘replace.counts.validation’-argument enables to replace the RNAs with low read 
counts (e.g. 0) of the validation series samples to be replaced by those of the 
training series, thereby potentially improving data normalisation at cost of the risk of 
data overfitting. For this step run the following command: 

> thromboPSOreadout <- thromboSeqPSO.readout(replace.counts.validation = 0) 

109. Perform control experiments for thromboSeq classifier development. The spliced 
RNA biomarker panel sensitivity and specificity is calculated by random training 
series permutations and random class label permutations (bootstrapping). For this 
run the following command:  

> control <- thromboSeqPSO.controls(thromboSeqPSO.shuffled = TRUE, 
                                            thromboSeqPSO.iterations = TRUE, 
                                            best.particle.input = thromboPSOreadout) 
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Timing 
Step 1, collect whole blood – TIMING ~10 minutes 

Steps 2-6, blood platelet and plasma isolation – TIMING 1 hour 

Steps 7-9, preparing platelet RNA isolation – TIMING ~ 10 minutes 

Steps 10-24, platelet RNA isolation – TIMING ~2 hours 

Step 25, quality check of the platelet total RNA – TIMING 2.5 hours 

Steps 26-27, sample dilution – TIMING 1.5 hours 

Steps 28-33, SMARTer Reverse Transcription – TIMING 2.5 hours 

Steps 34-47, cDNA amplification – TIMING 3 hours 

Step 48, quality check of SMARTer amplified platelet cDNA – TIMING 2.5 hours 

Steps 49-63, covaris shearing of amplified platelet cDNA – TIMING ~4 hours 

Steps 64-72, platelet cDNA End Repair – TIMING 2 hours 

Steps 73-82 3’-End Adenylation, Adapter Ligation and AMPure XP Bead Clean-up – TIMING 

3 hours 

Steps 83-87, barcode-ligated cDNA bead cleanup – TIMING 1.5 hours 

Steps 88-94, enrich successfully barcode-ligated cDNA fragments – TIMING 3 hours 

Step 95, quality check of barcode-ligated platelet cDNA libraries – TIMING 2.5 hours 

Steps 96-99, platelet library pooling – TIMING ~1 hour 

Step 100, DNA Sequencing – TIMING ~4-8 days 

Steps 101-109, data analysis (depending on number of cores available for analysis) – 

TIMING ~2-7 days 
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Table – Troubleshooting advice 

Anticipated results 
Steps 4-6 (Platelet isolation from whole blood). Platelet isolation is performed by 
differential centrifugation, allowing for fast preparation of pure platelet pellets, as 
shown in Figure 1B. A platelet pellet should contain only minimal red cell 
contamination (often seen on the bottom of the 15 mL tube at the end of Step 5), 
and is sticky during resuspension in RNAlater (Step 6).  

Steps 25 and 27 (Platelet total RNA isolation and RNA dilutions). Total platelet RNA 
should contain clear 5S, 18S, and 28S ribosomal RNA peaks or a RIN-value >7 
(Figure 3A). Degraded RNA, as indicated by absent signal, or a peak in the <200 nt 
region (Figure 3B) indicating degradation products, should be excluded from further 
processing. Samples with high total RNA yield (>5 ng/µL, Figure 3C) should be 
either diluted in nuclease-free H2O or measured again on an Agilent Bioanalyzer 
Nanochip. The median RNA concentration is 4.5 ng/µL (interquartile range (IQR): 4.4 
ng/µL, n=237 samples)11, samples with extreme high concentrations may be 
contaminated with RNA-rich nucleated (white blood) cells. 

Step 48 (SMARTer platelet cDNA amplification). Platelet cDNA amplified via the 
SMARTer method should yield distinct peaks in the 200–10,000 bp region (Figure 
4A). Potential contamination of the platelet RNA with cfDNA might result in a 
smoothened SMARTer bioanalyzer trace (Figure 3D). Only minor primer dimers 
should be visible in the <100 bp region (Figure 3D, 4A). Negative control samples 
should only contain signal in the <100 bp region (primer dimers) (Figure 4B). 
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Steps 95 and 99 (Barcode-ligated platelet cDNA library and platelet libraries 
pooling). Successful completion of these steps provides ready-to-sequence barcode-
ligated platelet libraries. The platelet samples should yield product in the 200–700 
bp region (Figure 4C), while only minor primer dimer product is visible in the <100 
bp region. Too many primer dimers (Figure 4D) will yield in duplicate sequence 
reads that are not useful for analysis. In addition, the smaller cDNA fragments bind 
more easily to the Illumina Hiseq flow cell and cause reduced efficiency in cluster 
formation. The yield in the 200–700 bp region is usually 221 nM (sd: 127 nM, n=493 
samples; starting concentration 100-500 pg of total RNA)11. Diluted barcode-ligated 
platelet cDNA-libraries should be measured again and pooled platelet libraries 
should have similar molarities as expected using the calculations. 

Steps 102-109 (end result). We usually obtain, by multiplexing 12 to 18 platelet 
samples on a single lane of a Hiseq 2500 using version 4 reagents, 2.2-28.8 (median 
(IQR): 14.3 (10.2), n=80 samples) million raw read counts, of which 2.2-28.7 (median: 
14.3, n=80 samples) million clean reads per sample remain after read clean-up using 
Trimmomatic174. Using STAR alignment software, approximately 86% of reads map 
on an unique location of the genome (9.7% multimapping reads), and approximately 
7% of reads remain after filtering for (spliced) intron-spanning reads (n=80 samples). 
The HD-LGG dataset (see Equipment) has been processed using the code available 
via GitHub (https://github.com/MyronBest), employing the settings as indicated in 
the code and Table S1. This resulted in a high-accuracy classification of HD and LGG 
samples (accuracy: 88%, AUC: 0.86, 95%-CI: 0.70-1.00, n=24 validation series, 
Figures 6 and 7, Table 1). 
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Figure 7 – PSO-enhanced thromboSeq for lower-grade glioma diagnostics. 
Summary of the results as outputted by the code by analysis of the accompanying healthy 
donors (HD) – lower-grade glioma (LGG) dataset. Approval for this study was obtained from 
the institutional review board and the ethics committee at each participating hospital. 
Participants signed informed consent for blood collection and blood platelet analysis. (A) 
Boxplots indicating the average and spread of age included per group (HD (n=41); green, 
LGG (n=39); blue). The boxes of the boxplots indicate the interquartile range (IQR), the 
horizontal black line indicates the median values, and the whiskers range 1.5x the IQR. (B) 
Number of transcripts detected per sample (blue dot) according to the total intron-spanning 
library size. All samples passed the minimum number of transcripts detected threshold 
(n=750; highlighted). Sequencing depth is only partially correlated to the number of 
detected transcripts. (C) Leave-one-sample-out cross-correlation analysis thereby excluding 
samples with low inter-sample correlation (threshold indicated by the dotted line). (D) 
Heatmap of HD-LGG ANOVA likelihood-ratio differential expression of splice junction 
analysis. Spliced RNA biomarker panel optimized by PSO enables for heatmap-based 
differentiation between platelet RNA collected from healthy donors (n=41) and patients with 
lower-grade glioma (n=39; p<0.001, Fisher’s exact test). (E) ROC-analysis of HD-LGG 
diagnostics classification algorithm. Gray line indicates ROC evaluation of the training series 
(n=32) assessed by LOOCV, red line indicates ROC evaluation of the evaluation series 
(n=24), blue line indicates ROC evaluation of the independent validation series (n=24). 
Indicated are series size, most optimal accuracy, and AUC-value. PSO-enhanced 
thromboSeq may enable for highly-accurate identification and classification of lower-grade 
glioma platelet RNA profiles. Acc. = accuracy. 
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Code availability 
The thromboSeq dry-lab pipeline is available via GitHub (https://github.com/
MyronBest), and is for research purposes only. 

Data availability 
The HD-LGG raw sequencing data FASTQ-files have been deposited in the NCBI 
GEO database under accession number GSE107868. The Non-cancer – NSCLC 
dataset is available with GSE89843. 
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Supplementary data 

Figure S1 – CD45-depletion of platelet preparations processed according to the 
thromboSeq protocol. 
(A) Summary of flow cytometry experiment indicating the number of nucleated cells and 
platelets detected in platelet preparations (n=3 healthy individuals) isolated with and 
without a CD45-depletion step (EasySep, StemCell Technologies, #29037). Samples were 
stained with anti-human CD42b-FITC (Beckman Coulter, IM0648U) and the DNA-marker 
TOTO-3 (Thermo Fishers Scientific), and quantified using the BD LSRFortessa X-20. Based 
on the FSC/SSC-gating cellular and platelet fractions were identified. Nucleated cells were 
distinguished by TOTO-3 DNA positivity. Though CD45-depletion results in no nucleated 
cells detected, the number of identified platelets was reduced significantly. (B) 
Representative Agilent Bioanalyzer Picochip analysis of platelet preparations without (left) 
and with (right) an EasySep CD45-depletion step. CD45-depletion results in reduced 
platelet and platelet total RNA yield. (C) Read counts per one million total spliced reads 
mapping to the CD45 gene in both the HD-LGG dataset and publicly available non-cancer 
versus NSCLC dataset. This data indicates that remaining CD45 transcripts can be 
detected in the thromboSeq FASTQ-files. 
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Figure S2 – Examples of Agilent Bioanalyzer traces. 
Shown are representative examples of Agilent Bioanalyzer traces related to the 
TROUBLESHOOTING-section. (A) Incorrect marker recognized by Agilent Bioanalyzer 
software. The 5S peak was detected as the reference marker due to total RNA overload 
(left). Dilution of the total RNA in nuclease-free H2O resulted in a high-quality RNA 
Bioanalyzer trace (right). (B) Appearance of a degraded RNA profile due to Picochip 
overload. The Agilent Bioanalyzer RNA Picochip was overloaded with total RNA, resulting 
in a Bioanalyzer trace similar to that of samples with degraded RNA (left). Notice the 
reference marker shows low fluorescence signal. Dilution of the sample in nuclease-free 
H2O resulted in a high-quality RNA Bioanalyzer trace (right). (C) Skewed Agilent 
Bioanalyzer profiles. Gel electrophoresis traces of skewed profiles as obtained from the 
Agilent Bioanalyzer software, likely due to pin-contamination (left). Gel electrophoresis 
traces of a successfully analyzed Bioanalyzer RNA Picochip. (D) Incorrect marker 
recognized by Agilent Bioanalyzer software. An incorrect peak of the Bioanalyzer RNA 
Picochip trace was selected as reference marker (left). Selection of the correct peak as the 
reference marker results in correct quantification of the total RNA isolate. 
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